
“Tariff Man” Strikes Again
• China Trade Tensions Boil Over

• The U.S. consumer may begin to bear the brunt of higher prices from 
newly threatened tariffs

• Fed Lowers Rates & Expectations
• Investors will be searching for clues on the Fed’s outlook for rates, 

especially in light of newly threatened tariffs

• Not-So-Jolly Earnings Season
• Q2 earnings are reflecting the economic divide between a healthy U.S. 

consumer and weaker manufacturing
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China Trade Tensions Boil Over

• Press Tweet for Trade Escalation. Last week, President Trump thrust trade tensions
back into the spotlight when he tweeted that he would impose a 10% tariff on $300
billion in Chinese goods starting September 1st. If implemented, Glenm ede estimates
that the new tariff by itself could amount to an approximate 0.2% annual hit to U.S.
GDP. The latest measures may have a larger effect on the U.S. consumer, which has
been the bulwark of this now record-long expansion, than past rounds of tariffs.

• New Tariffs Could Hit U.S. Consumers. Up until now, the tariffs deployed by the Trump
administration on Chinese goods largely excluded consumer-oriented products.
However, Trump’s latest tariff threat would include duties on virtually all imports from
China, so those sectors such as clothing, footwear and toys which have avoided
duties so far, might begin to get more expensive. The domestic consumer has been
one of the bright spots helping drive forward this record-long economic expansion,
but higher prices could potentially erode their spending power.

• Who Will Blink First? While the U.S. and China currently have tentative plans to meet
in early September, both sides appear intent on digging in for a protracted conflict.
Chinese officials have stated they will take necessary countermeasures against the
latest threats that attempt to compromise their core principles. Many sources have
noted that China feels it can extract better terms by not rushing into concessions,
especially with the U.S. presidential election a little more than a year away.
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Consumers May Bear the Brunt of New China Tariffs

Chart of the Week:
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Fed Lowers Rates & Expectations

• Fed Delivers Anticipated Rate Cut. Last Wednesday, the Federal Open Market
Committee announced a cut to the fed funds rate by a quarter point, which came
as no surprise to investors. This marks the Fed’s first rate cut since the financial crisis –
the context then was an aggressive cutting campaign to offset a meaningful
downturn in economic expectations due to excesses in real estate. This time around,
the cut is instead viewed as a measure of “insurance” against potential risks.

• Forward Guidance Disappoints Investors. During Powell’s press conference following
the meeting, the S&P 500 fell nearly 2% intraday. Investors were looking for signs that
more rate cuts were on the way, but Powell’s suggestion that the cut was “not the
beginning of a long series of rate cuts” fell short of those expectations. Markets will
be looking for clues that more cuts may be on the way, with Fed Funds Futures
pricing in an ~84% chance of at least two more cuts by year-end.

• Flaring Tensions Complicate Fed’s Path. Trump’s tweet threatening more tariffs came
less than 24 hours after Powell described recent trade frictions as “returning to a
simmer.” Although the Fed has maintained its willingness to take appropriate action
to prolong the expansion, questions remain as to how effectively lowering rates can
stimulate an economy marred by long-term trade uncertainty. The latest reading
from the Institute of Supply Management’s manufacturing index, which came in at
a modest 51.2 for July, underscored how factory activity and business investment
have been depressed by the trade climate rather than overly tight monetary policy.
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Not-So-Jolly Earnings Season

• Earnings Results Improving, but Still Negative. With approximately 78% of companies
reporting so far, the blended year-over-year growth in Q2 earnings, which combines
actual results with analyst expectations for companies that have yet to report,
stands at -1.1%. Although earnings growth has improved notably relative to last
week’s -2.6% for Q2, the outlook for the rest of the year remains downbeat, with
expectations for Q3 currently at a lackluster -2.5% year-over-year.

• Growth Over Everything? A handful of high-flying growth stocks referred to as the
MAGNAs (Microsoft, Apple, Google, Netflix, Amazon) have reported strong
revenues this quarter, but it is important to note that the risk embedded in these
stocks has risen significantly during the market’s recent run. The average stock in this
cohort has exhibited larger amounts of risk with a beta higher than 1.6, implying
approximately 60% more systematic risk than the broader market itself.*

• Weighing Effects of Industrial Slowdown. In the U.S., manufacturing output has
declined from over 25% of GDP in the 1950s to about 11% presently. Industrial activity
tends to be one of the more volatile components of the economy, and it appears its
decline as a portion of overall economic activity has helped stabilize the growth
picture in the U.S. However, the recent slowdown in manufacturing has thrown
earnings results for the S&P 500 in a contraction phase, with more cyclical sectors,
like semiconductors/hardware, metals/mining, etc., representing some of the largest
contributors to earnings weakness in Q2.
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*Measured by rolling 200-day beta to the S&P 500. Past performance is not indicative of future results.
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